As Medical College of Virginia students, we have chosen career goals which reflect SIDE EFFECTS of our dedication to improving life. Striving not only for excellence in academics, but also we endeavor to maintain the highest standards for patient care and quality of life. As the students of today we will become the health care professionals of tomorrow. Building our future begins with sincere concerns and interests in the health related problems of today and tomorrow. Foreseeing these problems and seeking solutions are the responsibilities of each and every health care professional. With this in mind, the combination of a knowledgeable faculty, motivated students, and a carefully planned curriculum insures the future success of our graduates. MCV is dedicated to preparing and promoting us to become promising professionals. And so, for this year and always, it is our strong compassion for humanity that leaves us searching for the SIDE EFFECTS of life.

Eric Epstein and Jeff Beyer (D'95s) take a break to cool off having made it down the river successfully.
Motivation and teamwork help Jeff Beyer, Todd Bivins, Nikki Beyer, Cindy Cunningham, Eric Epstein, Steve Forte, and Jeff Friend make it over some rough rapids.
Tourists talk with tour guides outside the Museum of the Confederacy.

Brown's island stays crowded throughout the summer months as area residents enjoy concerts, picnics, and fund raisers. What remains of the state prison can be seen in the background.
Top: Since 1780, Richmond has been home to the General Assembly and state and federal courts and the state capital.

Left: A view from City Hall. Interstate 95 can be seen extending southbound across the James River.

Above: A landmark of the past ... toll booths along Interstate 95 were removed in the summer of 1992.
Right: Melissa LeHew (D’93) extracts a patient’s tooth.

Below: Applying for Family Practice, Stephen Crump (M’93) types one of many applications.

Below right: Looking for fungi. Rich Fatica (M’93) examines a KOH prep.

Right: Jennifer Goldsberry (DH’93) cleans her patient’s teeth.

Right: Kim Lindsey (D’94) examines a patient’s teeth.

Far Right: Melissa LeHew (D’93) extracts a patient’s tooth.
Above: Ken Lin (M'93) contemplates the latest chest X-ray.

Right: Elizabeth Mei (D'93) carves a record base.

Left: Trey Nelson (D'94) injects impression material around a crown prep.

Below: David Snow (D'94) makes an impression of his patient's upper arch.
The best things in life are free. This is true, evidenced by students' willingness to give of themselves both literally and figuratively. While at MCV, you must keep up with classes, fulfill social obligations, schedule patients, do rotations, and maintain all vital signs. But before you embark on this journey of schedule stuffing, take a moment to reflect upon the wisdom of your choice. By taking part in a multitude of activities, sleep becomes an esoteric dream and life is often reduced to a routine of endless scurrying between classes and meetings. But no matter how bad things get, everything gets done one way or another. And by giving a little of yourselves, the rewards you will reap and the memories of MCV are priceless.
Far left: Chris Woodfin works in pharmacology lab.

"Getting to know you . . ." OT students create a 7-legged monster as part of the ROPES course at the Psychiatric Institute of Richmond.

Above left: Elizabeth Merz (D'94) participates in the Urban oral Cancer Screening in Petersburg, VA.

Above left: Dennis Perkins (D'94) screens a patient for oral cancer as Dave Robbins (D'94) assists.

Left: Rob Rosenbaum, Kevin Sumpton, Lisa Price, and Kevin Watterson (M'93) move the "Take-Offs" Stage. Senior "Take-Offs" are a combined group of skits and musical numbers which lampoon faculty and other aspects of MCV medical school.
Night Out
When the Sun Goes Down

Top: Pete Heyman (MU 93) and Teresa Morse enjoy a night out at Abbie Arthur's Oyster Bar.

Above: Pharmacy students enjoy a class picnic.

Top: Melva Cook (UVA 93) aboard a ship on a night out in Alaska.

Above: Prashant Reddy, David Swett, and Tore Steinberg (D 94) listen to the sounds of New Potato Caboose.
Left: Tom Butt (D 93) entertains students at an SGC sponsored “happy hour”.

Above: Med. Tech. students take a study break at a local bowling alley.

Left: Pharmacy students relax on the weekend.

Below: PT students...Karen Sparrow Elizabeth Ware Tricia Gangiullo, and Billy Wallace (PT 94)...with an "abnormal gate".
Above: Dorl Mardon (D’95) vacations in Ocracoke Island, NC. Right: Jim Parni sails over Squaw Valley, CA. Far right: Dr. Randy Rowland, Mark Beltroml, Brad Rester, Scott Miller, Kevin Swenson and Steve Larkin (D’95) with the “catch of the day” from Maryland’s northern neck.

Above: Mike Smith, Ricky Stearn, Jeff Hamling, Harry Ramsey, Jimmy Smith, Anthony Martin, and Shawn Lucas (D’96) at the end of a day of horseback riding. Above Right: Suzanne Pellegrino enjoys a warm day of horseback riding. Right: Paul Kiser “skis” on Lake Anna.
Chrisle Mills (D'94) "making waves" on her jet ski in the Chesapeake Bay.

Below left: Brad Williams (D'95) and Alan Bills (D'94) take a ride down the James River.
Below right: D'95 students go white water rafting on the New River in West Virginia.

Far left: Showing off... Sina Matin (M'93) dives into the James River at the end of third year medical school picnic.
Left: John McMurray shows his stuff while kayaking down the James River.
Above: Ann Foster (P'95), Scott Blevins (P'93), Kevin O’Donnell (P’93) and Melanie Boggs (P’95) “clown around” at a pharmacy party.

Above right: Cliff Harris (D’95) helps Matt Brokaw (D’96) make it to the beverages. Below right: Todd Miller and Ellen Reatrou (P’95) take a study break with friends.
Above left: Derrick Broadway (D'94) and a friend dance at an SQA party.
Above: Deirdre Rumrill, Stephanie Cooley, Amy Wells, Tina Boyd, Paige Fletcher and Pam Riddieberger enjoy a KE picnic.

Middle: Lee Ann Ardini, Kim Switzer, and Tamara Liggon (P'94)

Above: Sean Grady, JC Wolfe, Boris Steinback and Gary Schuyler sport some crazy hats.

Above: Bill Descovich (D'94) taps yet another keg.
Right: Dressed to impress ... Deidre Rumrill and Tina Boyd.

Below: Members of Delta Sigma Delta go through initiation.

Above: Jullie Burruss, Laura Stephens, Anne Bowes, Sara Morrison, and Deborah Brooks have some Halloween fun!

Right: Psi O members Steve Recupero, Jim Forni, Chip Clemens, and Neil Predologos attend the Strawberry Hill Races.
Left: Bill Hark, Pete Icymaz and nurses Stephanie and Kelly at a party.

Below: The dental hygiene class of 1993 enjoys Topsail Island, NC.

Above left: Karen Verga, Faith Trent, and Jane Grosser attend a Delta Sigma Delta initiation dinner.

Above right: Kappa Psi spring pledges 1992 with goat. Ronnie Depue, Jason Canill, Chris Woodfin, Brandon Pace, Terry Carroll and Clint Blanton.

Left: PT'94 ... rockin' in Knoxville ... Elizabeth Ware, Tricia Giangulio, Karen Sparrow, Troy Bage, Billy Wallace, and Sara Manwiller.
Below: The 1993 and 1994 MHA classes play volleyball at their picnic in Byrd Park.

Right: Hill Descovich (D'94) has a swing and a miss!

Kristen Olsen, Daniele McKenzie, Lori Forbes, Carmen Smythe, and Lella Kemp picnic in Byrd Park... Nursing Junior class picnic.

Middle: Cliff Harris (D'95) goes for a touchdown in flag football. Frank Sherman (D'95) tries to catch him for a tackle.

Above: Jeff Rehli and David Rosenberg (M'93s) hold a "jam session".
Left: Matthew Knaub (P'95) gives his classmates a "thumbs up" as he is rolled away with a broken collar bone after a rough game of flag football.

Below: Paul Kiser (D'95) receives a pass and tries to dodge Frank Sherman (D'95) during a game of flag football.

Above left: Dental students and faculty take a break for a picture on the golf course.

Left: "Sweet Pete" (M'94) on his blues guitar.

Above right: Dental Hygiene students at Topsail, NC.

Above: After a hard day of fishing, Dr. Randy Rowland takes a little nap.
Below: Deana Gendron and Lynn Swetnam (MHA'93) are all smiles before taking a test. Right: Charles Vokac (M'93) studies a patient’s chart at MCV Hospital.

Above: Susie Parker (D’93) sets denture teeth. Right: Scott McQuiston (D’93) administers an injection during oral surgery.
Left: Rob Rosenbaum (M'93) prepares for boards.
Below left: JC Wolfe (D'93) takes a break after a hard day in clinic.
Below: Christy Carroll (DH'93) receives an injection from classmate Cindy Cunningham with the help of D'93s Dave Ranlettansing and Michael Reale.

Above left: Derrick Broadway, president of AASHPO, and Frank Render, vice-president, discuss plans for upcoming projects.
Above: Anne Boyle teaches a clinical 10W leadership class to Tina Hawks (M'93).
Left: Med. Tech. students ... Tracy Browning, Brenda Bodle, Ramona Lewis and Sandra Holsinger experiencing "test stress".
Below: President Bill Clinton visited MCV during his campaign ... Bill Hark (M‘93) was fortunate in capturing this photo.

Right: Chrisie Mills, David Robbins, Elizabeth Merz, Michael Huband, and Beckie D’Andrea participate in an urban oral cancer screening in Newport News, VA.

Above: Pharmacy students warm themselves around a bonfire ... It's still freezing out here!

Middle above right: Caryl Drinard, Grace Cardan, Lella Kemp, and Felicia Ferrigno (M‘93) attend the NSNA National Convention.

Right: Jeff Rehl (M‘93) and Amy Bruner (M‘93) getting "silly" at a birthday party.
Left: Bart Weis, Farokh Jiveh, Elizabeth Merz, and Dave Matney (D'94s) socialize at a Delta Sigma Delta dinner. Above: Jeannine Lowe, Cathy Poral, and Caryn Brindard (N'93) go for a carriage ride around Atlanta, GA during the NSNA Convention.

Below left: Theo Wills and Melva Cook (NHA'93) congratulate their classmate Carolyn Reevy Anderson on her wedding day. Below right: Estelle Friedman, Chrissie Mills, Jane Grosser, and Tina Ochsenfeld (D'94s) attend fall initiation for Delta Sigma Delta.

Left: The D'95 boys ... AKA "The Dream Team" ... took the flag football championship this year. Players were: Jeff Johnson, Paul Kiser, Steve Larkin, Craig Blackham, Mark Beltrami, Bart Goldsberry, Dan Rhoades, Cliff Harris, Kevin Swenson, Scott Miller, and Chip Anderson.

Above: Melissa LeHew and Scott McQuiston in Jamaica.
Above: SGA President Erin Simon (M'93), Secretary Curtis Shinberry (P'93) and Vice-President of Parking Derrick Broadway (D'94) have dinner at the home of Eugene Tranl President of VCU.

Top right: President Tranl speaks to the SGA regarding the new research park to be constructed at MCV.

Right: Bill Descovich (D'94) just doing his job as Vice-President of Social Activities.

Above: Erin Simon talks with Dean of Student Affairs Robert Clifton.

Left: President of the Honor Council, Jamal Yousefi speaks with council members.
Above left: Herbie Nendelson (D’94), Treasurer of the SQA, "cleans out" the cash box at the end of a party.

Above right: Yearbook Editor, Chrissie Mills (D’94) with classmates Chad Morgan and Tina Ochsenfeld.

Left: SGA Executive council members: Herbie Mendelson, Treasurer, Chrissie Mills, Editor-In-Chief, and Bill Descovich, Vice-President, Social, serve beverages at an SQA sponsored party.
Below: Jim Forni (D'95), Sonya Gorski (M'95), Loma Smits (D'95) and Robin Marshall (D'95) having a blast at the winter formal.

Right: Dental students gather for a picture outside the ballroom.

Above right: Eric Epstein, Rich Grundy, and Rob Rosenbaum (M'93) having a blast at the winter formal.

Right: Trey Nelson (D'94) has a "little" drink before the formal.
Top: Dental, nursing and physical therapy students enjoy a party before the formal.

Middle: Ginger Sisson, Lauren Brumfield, Sara Morrison, Lisa Walter, Kelly Detwiler, Tracie Wood, and Wendy Burton are formally dressed to kill.

Left: Herbie Mendelson, Chrissie Mills, David Swett, and friends at the winter formal.
Happy Halloween

"Ghoulies"

Right: Bill Descovich, Steve Anama, Erin Simon, and Herbie Mendelson as the Wizard of Oz characters.

Below: Steve Forte, the nun, and his lovely wife, Lisa, as an angel at the Halloween party sponsored by the dental school.

"Ghosts"

The "priest" Carl McCrady (D'96).

Above: JC Wolfe (D'93) as a werewolf.
Right: Estelle Freidman, the clown, and Lupi Roca as "Pebbles".
And Long Legged Beasties...

Left: Steve Larkin and Steli Bredologos (D'95s) having fun at the Halloween party.

Far left below: Putt Browning, Bill Adams, Chuck Brown, and Trish Brown at a friend's party.

Above: Skip Getchell "rocks us all night long".
Left: Mr. and Mrs. Cone Head... Lucy Ecstein and Rich Grundy.

Above: Chip Hill as a lady and Jeff Beyer as a cowboy.

And Things That Go Bump In the Night!!
Each year the MCV Dental School sponsors a Clinic Day. On this special day, the dental and dental hygiene students present research for judging, attend special lectures, and compete in the infamous alginate races. There is always a kick-off event the evening before with student and faculty competitions and skits. At this student "dental convention" exhibits by dental manufacturers and distributors are a major part of the day. This year, 1993, is a distinctive year for the dental school as we celebrate our centennial. Since its establishment in 1893, those attending the Medical College of Virginia Dental School have made 100 years of brighter smiles.

Above: The Harry Lyons Building, located at the corner of 12th and Leigh Streets, houses the dental school.

Top: Bill Descevich quizzes Dr. Strauss, as Estelle Friedman looks on.
Middle: Steve Forte and Todd Riving compete in the alginate races.
Above: Students compete in a teeth setting race.
Left: Tamara Langbeck, Farukh Jiveh, Todd Fowler, and Jane Grosser compete in the alginate races.

Below: Mike Stansfield poses as Dr. Jones in a skit with some of his classmates.

Middle: Dave Snow, Rodney Braun, and Tim Collins perform a skit at the kick-off for Clinic Day. Above: Thorpe "Wayne" Whitehead and J.C. "Garth" Wolfe sing their top 10 babe list.

Above: Chris "Elvis" Huff, Skip "Hoola Satan" Getchell, Dave "Dr. Sheppard" Montgomery, and Ray "Old Lady" Epstein sing "Oh, let me be... your DDS".
MLV Pets

Far right: “Nikki” and “Winnie” ... It’s a “ruff” life, owned by Lana Soules (D’94).

Right: “Cinder” ... “Puppy dog bring me my shoe!” owned by Cliff Harris (D’95) and Chrissie Mills (D’94).

Below: “Gertrude” ... show us your pearly whites, owned by Kathy Cook (D’94).

Far right: “Mischief” and JC Wolfe (D’93) ... beach buddies.

Right: At home on the “farm”, Chrissie Mills cuddles two new piglets.

Below: Bill Descovich (D’94) likes to keep in close touch with his fish.

Herbie Mendelson (D’94) snuggling with “MAX”’llia.

“Marbles” ... a pretty kitty, owned by Scott McQuiston (D’93).
Side Effects of Driving
Playing Doctor?
But Who Has Time to Play?
Temptations . . .

Anything to Avoid Studying
JUST GO WITH THE FLOW ...
Assemble Together For Work, For Play, And a Little in Between
Above: Alan Bills (D'94) with a bird's eye view from the cockpit of his airplane. Right: Rae Carol Works, Stephanie Cooley, Tonya Stump, and Julia Nguyen... "Cheers!"
Left: Ashley Epes and Suzzane Pelligrino (D'95s)

Below Left: Congratulations . . . Jeff Friend and wife Vicki . . . on their marriage in summer 1992. Below right: Stuart Lovelace appears puzzled as Vickie Adams (P'93) is caught speechless while dining out and reminiscing over the fine food served at Larrick?

Left: Cone Head Man tries to pick up Cone Head Woman. Above: Jean Castillo and Sue Kent (P'93)
Top left: Robin Marshall works on a crown and bridge project. Top right: Christine Banks (P'94) screens blood pressure at a local People's Drug Store. Above: Anna Paszul records peri. readings. Above right: P'93 ladies tug-o-war. Right: Mr. James Miller is manager of the Larrick Student Center.
Left: Dental Hygiene class of 1994 with Dr. Meredith in gross anatomy. Below: Kent Rogers (MHA'94) works on his marketing project.

Middle: Frank Sherman contemplates prosthodontics. Above: Dental Hygiene classes of '93 and '94 gather together for a picnic at the beginning of the school year.
Top: Bob Zavislak gets a cramped muscle rub down from Richard Grundy. Above left: Daryl Baker goes up for two. Above right: Daryl Baker makes a layup.

Top right: Boyd Welton makes a layup against the D'96 team. Right: Waiting for the rebound.
Dedicated to the Sports Fans!

Left: Softball Welcome Back Tournament. Above: David Swett skiing on the bay.

Left: Kent Snapp (P'94) throws for a score. Above: Boyd Welton (D'94) sets up for a three pointer.
Top: Shawn Dillon defends against P'94. Above: Weight lifting at MCV gym. Right: "Can't touch this!" Far right: Jay Joshi goes for 2 points against P'94.
Above left: Chris Currin goes over opponent for a jump shot. Above right: Mark Asper at the free throw line. Above: Heidi Sherman makes the game winning tackle. Left: Coach Descovich calmly says, "Get the #@% ball back!"
Grin and Bear It!!

Top: Matt Brokaw and Tia Bain...what a pair?
Middle: JC Wolfe and Chrissie Mills Above: Steve Recupero, Jim Poni, and Frank Sherman

Left: Kevin O’Donnell, Melanie Boggs, Melanie Sliger, and Martin Ohliger at a pharmacy party. Below left: Bart Weis, David Matney, Jeff Beyer, and Carol Foad socialize before dinner at DGSC.

Above: Jim Forni and Deb. the ‘Catwoman’.

Left: Tore Steinberg and Matt Brokaw. Above: Shella and Cathy Jo, pharmacy students.
Above: Lynne Murphy and Darlene Delecruz, occupational therapy students ... "Looks like we need a V-8."

Above right: Occupational therapy students, Pam and Tracy. Right: Mike Cyrus, Mary Ross, Chris Woodfin, Ken Burgess and David Plam- mia
Right: Bill Lipps and Michelle Reed at spring '92 end of the year celebration.

Middle: Bill Fooly and his son at the end of third year picnic. Above: Pharmacy students celebrate after a final.

Top: Dawn Fosch. Jen Garber, Stephanie Pence, and Traci Warner ... strike a pose! Above: John Denison and Tina ... taming lions!
Presenting . . .

Kevin Greenway (D'94) records progress notes.
The Classes

School of Allied Health 58
School of Basic Health Sciences 70
School of Dentistry 72
School of Medicine 108
School of Nursing 120
School of Pharmacy 132
Allied Health

Health Administration
Medical Technology
Nurse Anesthesia
Nuclear Medicine
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Radiology

Right: Dr. Thomas Barker, Dean of the School of Allied Health Professions.

Left: The Sheltering Arms Building, new home for Health Administration.

Above: MHA'93s celebrate the end of classes. Next page: MHA'93s enjoy a spring picnic.
Medical Health Administration

Steven M. Anderson, '94  
Ronald Ash, '94  
Robert Hitchcock, '95  
Jay Johnson, '94

Ron Johnson, '94  
Jeff Kiser, '92  
Guy McClurkan, '94  
Carole Morrison, '95

Michael A. Pugh, '95  
Dennis J. Quagliani, '94  
Joann T. Richardson, '93  
Kent W. Rogers, '94

Lisa Smith, '94  
David Thompson, '95  
Yolla H. Zhitoun, '95
Pam Muse shows her winning smile.

Above right: MHA'93 students celebrate the beginning of residency.

Right: Kathi Porter, Carolyn Reevy, and Clarence Ho (MHA'93s).

Below left: David Sieike and Annette Powell prepare to take a test.

Below right: MHA'93 classmates enjoying time together.
Left: Clarence, Deana, and Suzanne ... MHA'93s.

Below: Dr. Chuck Breindel speaks to MHA'93s in RMA classroom.

Above left: MHA'93s enjoy a study break.

Above right: Air Force students at MCV; MHA and PhD. students in Health Administration.

Left: Melva Cook, Lisa Smith, and Bruce Brown at the MHA'93 class picnic.
Medical Technology

Brenda Bodle, '93
Karen Bond, '93
Tracy Browning, '93
Sheryl Collie, '93

Rebecca Dunn, '93
Bonnie Gillie, '93
Kevin Hearl, '93
Christopher B. Herrod, '93

Sandra Marie Holsinger, '93
Mark Howell, '93
Tammy Denise Kidd, '93
Ramona Lewis, '93

Gwen Matthews, '93
Alanna Melkulock, '93
Sheri Moore, '94
Eddie Payne, '93

Kristin Swanson, '93
Yvette Veloso, '93
Left: Medical Technology Class of 1993

Below: Betty Smith (MT'93) in the microbiology lab at MCV hospital.

Left: Maureen Manior gets stuck by Bonnie Gillie. Above: Chris Herrod (MT'93)

Left: Eddie Payne (MT'93) Above: Kevin Heart and Chris Herrod with Kathy Ireland.
Nurse Anesthesia and Nuclear Medicine

Rex R. England, NA'93
Ruby Hess, NA'93
Brooks McRee, NA'93
Timothy J. Samolitis, NA'93

Amy Lewis, NM'93
Alex Mullins, NM'93
Al Perlas, NM'93
Randall Pike, NM'93

Suh Wung, NM'93
Physical Therapy

Liama Absalom, '95
Nicole Alexander, '95
Troy Bage, '94
Karen Bexfield, '95

Eric Carlson, '95
Jennifer Collins, '93
Michelle Criss, '95
Kristen Dahl, '94

Renee Dutcher, '94
Kendra Ervin, '95
Sarie Feld, '95
Jennifer Gardner, '94

Tricia Giangiulio, '94
Topper Gillie, '95
Jean Harris, '95
Jennifer Kaiser, '95

Eileen Kane, '95
Mary Lou King, '95
Robin Lowe, '93
Daryl Lynn Martin, '93

Pam Couvillion Nelson, '93
Amy Palen, '95
Katherine Powell, '94
Jeff Raskind, '95
Physical Therapy

Jackie Ann Rigsbee, '95
Jill Rosenberg, '95
Nichole Russell, '94
Karen Sparrow, '94

Brenda Stepanski, '94
Steve Swinson, '94
Sheryl Valone, '95
Elizabeth Ware, '94

Nya White, '94
Barrington Willis, '93
Susan Wilson, '95
Julie A. Woodford, '94
Radiology

Staci Allen, '93
Carolin Augustine, '94
Jeff Blevins, '94
Kim Burroughs, '94

Kristina Chisholm, '94
Kristin Comer, '94
Katie Dufficy, '94
Lisa D. Elmore, '94

Mimi Harrelson, '93
Chelle Johnson, '93
Gregory Jones, '94
Sheryl Kemmerer, '93

David Lockhart, '94
Brent Look, '94
Barry McDaniel, '94
Rodney Miles, '94

Rejoice Mohamadi, '94
Joanne Moran, '93
Tammy Morris, '94
Kari Pessarra, '94

Lynn Ratliff, '93
Chrystal Sullivan, '94
Donald Turney, '94
Sheli Young, '94
Occupational Therapy

Melissa Adams, '93
Richmond, VA

Kimberly Alford, '93
Richmond, VA

Kellie Balko, '93
Richmond, VA

Melissa Benfante, '93
Richmond, VA

Terry Braum, '93
Richmond, VA

Rachel Colman, '93
Richmond, VA

Darlene Delacruz, '93
Richmond, VA

Jennifer Dickerson, '93
Richmond, VA

Katherine Ditmars, '93
Richmond, VA

Cheryl Dorman, '93
Richmond, VA

Tracy Garvey, '93
Richmond, VA

Tina Hrip, '93
Richmond, VA

Andrea Koren, '93
Richmond, VA

Jody E. Koziara, '94
Richmond, VA

Robin Manke, '93
Richmond, VA

Lynn Murphy, '93
Richmond, VA

Sherri L. Saunders, '93
Richmond, VA

Pamela Simcox, '93
Richmond, VA

Rhonda-Lisa Stone, '93
Richmond, VA

Hilary Walker, '93
Richmond, VA

Jennifer Whitaker, '93
Richmond, VA

Katherine Winfield, '94
Richmond, VA

Melissa D. Workman, '93
Richmond, VA
Left: OT students celebrate after a Neuro. final. Below: After a grueling summer session of Func. Human Anat. and Neuro., we present Dr. Jackson Jeffrey with a token of our affection.

Above left: OT class of 1995. Above right: To our relief, we all arrive safely on "Brown's Island".

Left: Crossing the "James River" with only flimsy boards over the rushing torrent. Above: A heated game of "Taboo".
Basic Health Sciences

Dr. Gaylen Bradley, Dean of the School of Basic Health Sciences

Alan Bills (D'94) took this aerial view of the campus.

Right: The Valentine Museum decked out for Christmas.
Basic Health Sciences

Melissa Delosangeles
Public Health '94
Michal Grivna
Public Health '94
Christopher Kepley
BHS '94
Nida Mickus
Public Health '94
Dereje Halle
BHS '94
Gyeong Park
Microbiology '97
Kimberly Walker
BHS '93
Karen Yee
BHS '93
Dentistry

Dr. Lindsay Hunt, Dean of School of Dentistry

Tina Ochsenfeld scales a patient's teeth.

Todd Bivins (D'95) waxes teeth in occlusion lab.

Jeff Moxley (D'93) preps a patient's tooth for RCT.

Ken Boyd (D'94) prepares to do an amalgam.
Amy Stanovich shows us her pearly whites.

Above Left: Jerry Abbott works in prostho. lab. Above Right: Tom Szakal and Kim Silloway (D’93s) with Dexter.
Left: Surf’s Up! Justin Martin (D’95)
Above: Psi O’s at Halloween.
Dentistry 1993

Girish Banaji
Pomona, CA

John P. Bonesteel
Richmond, VA

Mark Brooks
Richmond, VA

Khoi Doan
Richmond, VA

Richard Domozych
Richmond, VA

Bassem El-Hage
Richmond, VA

Lance Greenevicki
Richmond, VA

John Hsu
Richmond, VA

Michael Huband
Richmond, VA

Sameh Kassem
Richmond, VA

Greg Larsen
Salt Lake City, Utah

Quan Van Le
Richmond, VA

Melissa Letlew
Richmond, VA

Scott McQuiston
Clearwater, FL

Elizabeth Mei
Va Beach, VA

Sean Mullins
Grundy, VA

Nasser A. Naeem
Pakistan

Mark Nichols
Richmond, VA

Jaesuk Oh
Richmond, VA

Susie Parker
Richmond, VA

David Ramjattansingh
Richmond, VA

Michael Reale
Richmond, VA

Jim Shealy
Lexington, SC

Chris Smiley
Richmond, VA
Dentistry 1993

Michael Stansfield
Richmond, VA
Ashley Tran
Gainesville, FL
Faith Trent
Richmond, VA
Mark Warner
Richmond, VA
Thorpe Whitehead
Richmond, VA
John C. Williams
San Diego, CA
J.C. Wolfe
Richmond, VA
Jae Yoon
Richmond, VA

Stephen M. Zebarth
Winchester, VA
Above: Dental Class 1993
Above: Bill Hearne and Tom Butt serve beer at a Larrick party.
Right: Vahid Banaji checks a patient's denture.
J.C. Wolfe and Scott McQuiston at a Delta Sigma Delta initiation dinner.


Middle: Lupi Roca, Dr. Linda Baun, and Tim Smith at the Valentine Museum Garden.

Above: The "Soul Brothers" ... Tim Smith and Sean Grady.

Left: Melissa LeHew, J.C. Wolfe, Faith Trent, Scott McQuiston and Amy Stanovich at the beach.
Above Left: Dr. Rowland with the catch of the day. Above Right: Melissa LeFlew works in clinic. Right: Vahid Banaji with a crazy hat. Below Right: Amy Stanovich and Thorpe Whedead “enjoy” Thanksgiving dinner. Below left: Dental tombstone?

Here lies the body of Dentist De Mille in the largest cavity he’ll ever fill.
Left: J.C. Wolfe and Gary Schuyler socialize at a Delta Sigma Delta dinner.

Below: Drew Gilfillan in clinic.

Scott McQuiston strangles Dexter during radiology rotation.

Ms. Tom Butt may find a date after all.

Chris Smiley . . . "The Sheik"
Hamid Afshari
Richmond, VA
Steven N. Anama
Honolulu, HI
Mark Asper
Salt Lake City, UT
Alan Bills
Richmond, VA
Nancy Bollinger
Williamsburg, VA
Darrell L. Boyce
Richmond, VA
Kenneth Boyd
Richmond, VA
Rodney Braun
Colville, WV
Derrick Broadway
Richmond, VA
Carol Brooks
Richmond, VA
Virginia Chin
Richmond, VA
Kathy Cook
Va Beach, VA
Damon Dearment
Winchester, VA
William Descovich
New York, NY
Debra Duling
Richmond, VA
Jack A. Ellis Jr.
Chesterfield, VA
Raymond Epstein
Va Beach, VA
John Eycleshimer
Richmond, VA
Mehrdad Favagehi
Fairfax, VA
Jerry Foretich
Newport News, VA
Todd Fowler
Hampton, VA
Estelle Friedman
Fredericksburg, VA
Rod Gardner
Richmond, VA
Chris Getchell
Boston, MA
Dentistry 1994

Kevin Greenway  
Vinton, VA

Jane Grosser  
Media, PA

Bill Hatcher  
Richmond, VA

Christopher Huff  
Richmond, VA

Brett Jensen  
Salt Lake City, UT

Farokh Jiveh  
Fort Lauderdale, FL

Linda King  
Richmond, VA

Jodi Budge-Koford  
Ogden, UT

Tammara Langebeck  
Pulaski, VA

William Townes Lea III  
Danville, VA

Maggie Lee  
Springfield, VA

Kimberly Lindsey  
Midlothian, VA

Patty Lott  
Norfolk, VA

Charlie Lovelace III  
Roanoke, VA

David Matney  
Newport News, VA

Jeffrey McBath  
Lisbon, NY

Herbie Mendelson  
Baltimore, MD

Elizabeth Merz  
Hampton, VA

Chrissie "B" Mills  
Culpeper, VA

David Montgomery  
Falls Church, VA

Chad Morgan  
Farmington, UT

Charles H. Nelson III  
Manasas, VA

Valerie Ngo  
Alexandria, VA

Christine Ochsenfeld  
Bardonia, NY
Dentistry 1994

Anna Paszul
Richmond, VA

Raj Patel
Richmond, VA

Dennis Perkins
Marion, VA

Shivaprasanna Rai
Richmond, VA

Prashant Reddy
Mozambique, Africa

David L. Robbins
Gainsville, GA

Albert Sasala
Richmond, VA

Rebecca Scango
Richmond, VA

Heidi Sherman
Charlottesville, VA

David Snow
Sacramento, CA

Eddie R. Stallings Jr.
Richmond, VA

Tore Steinberg
Charlottesville, VA

David Swett
Charlottesville, VA

Vida Tahmoresi
Richmond, VA

Karen Verga
Brooklyn, NY

Chi K. Vu
Richmond, VA

Ann Warfield
Richmond, VA

Robert L. Weber
San Diego, CA

Barton Weis
Va. Beach, VA

Boyd Welton
Richmond, VA

Nancy Yang
Poquoson, VA

Heather Yoon
Richmond, VA
Kim Lindsey polishes a patient's teeth.

Above left: Dave Robbins works on a composite resin.

Above right: Patty Lott works in clinic.

Above: Karen Verga and Steve Anama flash those winning smiles.
Seth Kimmelman clowns around before taking a panorex.

Herbie Mendelson the Scarecrow from the Wizard of Oz.
Old Man Seth Kimmelman and his Old Lady Amy Williams
Boyd Welton and his lady of the evening (Bill Descovich) ... Halloween 1991.

Above left: Prashant Reddy and Eddie Stallings sip on some "punch".

Far left: Carol Brooks helps organize a surprise party.

Left: Heidi Sherman enjoys a class luncheon.

Top: Dave Montgomery and Skip Getchell, Grand Master of Delta Sigma Delta Fraternity. Above: Tina Ochsenfeld munches away.
Doug Nguyen and Prashant Reddy listen to some pointers given by Dr. Hoffman. Below: David Swett and his girlfriend as the hunter and "Bambi".

Carol Brooks assists, as Dave Robbins performs a biopsy at one of the homeless shelters in Portsmouth.

Farokh Jiveh and Elizabeth Merz take a study break.
Dentistry 1995

Jeryl Abbott
Richmond, VA
Mansour Al-Ajmi
Kuwait City, Kuwait
Ralph "Chip" Anderson
Richmond, VA
Richard Baier
Bruington, VA
Theresa M. Bain
Richmond, VA
Marco Beltrami
Franklin, VA
Jeffrey W. Beyer
Richmond, VA
Todd Bivins
Highlands Springs, VA
Craig Blackham
Southern, UT
Stelianos Bredologos
Crete, Greece
Uma Chaudhari
Richmond, VA
Penelope H. Cralle'
Burke, VA
Liz Cristofano
Woodbridge, VA
John Denison
Richmond, VA
Ashley Armstrong Epes
Fredericksburg, VA
Scott H. Flood
Fairfax, VA
Carol Foard
Lancaster, PA
Jim Forni
Lake Tahoe, CA
Jim Forni
San Francisco, CA
Steve Forte
Ronkonkoma, NY
Jeffrey Friend
Richmond, VA
Bart Goldsberry
Brigham City, UT
Richard B. Grundy
Chester, VA
Clifton L. Harris
Danville, VA
Thu-Nga Hoang
Northern, VA
Geoff Johnson
Danville, VA
James Johnson
Bountiful, UT
Todd King
Colonial Heights, VA
Paul C. Kiser
Salem, VA
Steven K. Larkin
Ogden, UT
Hyunmee Lee
Woodbridge, VA
Darryl Lynn Lefcoe
Norfolk, VA
Justin D. Martin
Va. Beach, VA
Shannon McCamish
Wilmington, DL
Scott R. Miller
Honaker, VA
Sujit Mohanty
Richmond, VA
Lori Moscovitz
Portsmouth, VA
Sangita Nerykar
Richmond, VA
Vanlinh T. Nguyen
Gainsville, FL
Lorraine O’Connor
Boston, MA
Russ Owens
Va. Beach, VA
Suzanne Pellegrino
Va. Beach, VA
Stephen E. Recupero
Stoughton, MA
Daniel R. Rhodes
Tazewell, VA
Jeffrey O. Riley
Lynchburg, VA
Bahar Rowhani
Richmond, VA
Shadi Saba
Reston, VA
John Shinto
Greenwich, CT
Dentistry 1995

Frank Sherman
Roanoke, VA
Lana Soules
Sterling, VA
Eddie Swanson
Ogden, UT
Kevin Swenson
Emporia, VA
Patrick Todd
Guber Nacolm, WV
Jeffrey D. Wagman
Springfield, VA
Brad J. Williams
Richmond, VA
Vicki Woo
Burke, VA

Robert Zavislak
Hopewell, VA
"I prefer Chevron oil for those long trips." Right: Kevin Swenson gives the "OK" to Patrick Todd.

Congratulations to Jong and Bahar on receiving US citizenship.

Dr. Rowland, Brad Nester, Mark Beltrami, Scott Miller, Kevin Swenson, and Steve Larkin take a weekend fishing trip.
Above left: Ed Swanson ... "Have a Coke and a smile!"

Party at Virginia Beach on Memorial Day.

Above: Todd Bivins struts his stuff. Jeff Beyer wonders "Why me?"

Right: Steve Larkin pins Clif Harris during intramural WRESTLING?
Jim Forni goes for the TD as Dan Rhoades tries to catch him.

"Homeboys" Chip Anderson and Mark Beltrami.

Jerryll Abbott speaks with Dr. Jackson regarding the last histology test.

Cheering on teammates on the sidelines. Waxing up their boards before catching a wave are John Denison and John Schinto.
Dan Rhoades makes the catch as Chip Clemens goes for the flag.

Shannon McCamish waxes a crown.

Jeff Friend and wife with Steve Forte and wife at the Halloween party.
Dentistry 1996

William R. Adams III
Rashed Al-Azemi
Kevin K. Arbuckle
Gregory Bath

Matthew R. Brokaw
Chuck Brown
Todd Casey
Damdy Chanthavilay

Meagan Chapman-Heilman
Richard T. Chisholm
Nasser Damirchi
Bryan Dixon

Albert Evans
Farrokh Farrokhnejad
Sean D. Fessenden
William Graham Gardner

Dean Garfield
Jeffery Hamling
Garth Harris
Karen Hicks

Shohreh Kazerooni
Corwin Jay Keltner
Mark A. Kerr
Scott Langdon
Dentistry 1996

Tara Lowe
Sean F. Lucas
Anthony L. Martin
Reba Matthews

Carl W. McCrady
Ann D. Miller
Scott Miller
Gary Morgan

Kyle S. Morgan
Siegfried Naumann
Melissa Nazareth
Parisa Payman

Tanya Donelle Redd
Steven C. Ricci
Rick Rios
Jovito G. Sabal

Maher Sangid
Jennifer J. Schools
James C. Smith, III
Bradley R. Spano

Ricky Sterne
Scott Louis Sullivan
Damon B. Thompson
Justin Thornton
Dentistry 1996

Daniel Lee Trebus
Nicole Van
Ronald M. Vranas
David Wayment

Glenn A. Zeh
Kathy Zinas


Above: "What, Steve Gastro eating!"

Left: What to do after a hard day of studying
Dental Classes of 1995 and 1996
Left: "New Dental School Dress Code"
Ashley Epes looking "clueless" in pathology.

Penny Cralle' sunning in Pisa, Italy ... Hey!
That tower looks like it's leaning?!?

Lin Nguyen, Vicki Woo, and Lorraine O'Connor
Dental Hygiene 1993

Ruth Abraham
Richmond, VA

Amy L. Bridgers
Mechanicsville, VA

Lynda Cain
Toronto, Canada

Christy Carroll
Valentines, VA

Barbara F. Cohen
Chester, VA

Cindy Cunningham
Glen Allen, VA

Jennifer Goldsberry
Salt Lake City, UT

Andrea D. Jones
Falls Mills, VA

Tammy J. Kiser
Richmond, VA

Marie Matthews
Richmond, VA

Janet Mercer
Richmond, VA

Kim R. Mingus
Ruther Glen, VA

Chris Powers
Richmond, VA
Above: Christy Carroll, Paul Allen, and Cindy Cunningham.
Right: DH'93 sponsored a nacho sale one day during lunch.
Christy Carroll, Cindy Cunningham, and Kim Mingus clean up according to OSHA standards.

Halloween DH'93 style.

Amy Bridgers, Andrea Jones, Marie Matthews, and Tammy Kiser
Dental Hygiene 1994

Mary Bailey
Richmond, VA

Julie Blankenship
Richmond, VA

Trish Brown
Richmond, VA

Melanie Callanta
Richmond, VA

Martha Chenoweth
Richmond, VA

Amy E. Glover
Richmond, VA

Anita Kurkure
Richmond, VA

Cathy Lachine
Richmond, VA

Sheila M. Little
Richmond, VA

Pattie Mack
Richmond, VA

Joanne Pierce
Richmond, VA

Olivia Sill
Richmond, VA

Tamala Smith
Richmond, VA

Shelly Spates
Richmond, VA

Terri Jo Stevens
Richmond, VA

Michele Duty, '95
Richmond, VA

Stephanie Murphy, '95
Richmond, VA
Top: Working hard, Subir Jussan and Ted Denson (M'93s) enjoy long hours at MCV Hospital.

Above left: The VA hospital on weekends

Above right: Dr. Steven Ayers, Dean of School of Medicine

Right: MCV students during lunch hour ... Sanger Hall Courtyard.
Medical students at lunch in Sanger Hall Courtyard.
Top: Stephen Vermillion prepares for a long night of call at VA Hospital.

Above: Lynn Watson, Bill Hark, and Delayne enjoying a party.

Jim Magri and Betsy Babcock having fun in the sun at the end of third year party.
Left: Jim Gould, Ginger Sesson, Jeff Brauer, and George Cook enjoying a party.

Below left: M'93s and spouses at the end of third year party.

Dr. Seibel teaches anatomy to medical students.

Kim Ramsey and Kevin Sumption "reading" the "New England Journal of Medicine."
Medicine 1994

Britton K. Bishop
T. K. Bowers
Bina Chaudhari
Marsh Cuttino

John M. Dewitt
Michael Falk
Walter Follaco
Shahin Jebraili

Tracy Johnston
Timothy J. Marqueen
Ambrose Okonkwo
Ramesh Parameshwaran

Mary-Michael Schweiker
Deborah Shipman
Paul E. Sims Jr.
Jamal Yousefi
Above: Fitz and Pete rap. Above right: Bennett Lee and Jaclyn Ho ... "All rumors are absolutely untrue!"

Vice President Tracy Johnston supplies the food and drink.

Alicia McKelvey. Marsh Cuttino, Mark Attlessey, Janet Vergo, Dave Ryan, and Will Gada ... M'94s and M'95s.
Medicine 1995

Todd J. Baldanza
Ernette Y. Benson
Laurie Chern
Tianya S. Clark

Raymond G. Decker
Drew Garcia
Carolyn Garrett
Cynthia Rochell Hill

Wendy Hookman
Randall W. Johnson
Valencia Diann Jones
Darian Scott Kameh

Arash Mansouri
Samir Mardini
Thomas W. Martin
Alicia Mckelvey

Bradley B. Miller
Beth Mills
Athuro Oti
Lesley Padilla

David D. Pellei
Charles K. Phillips
Glenda Ann Ramsey
Chad Ritenour
Robert Satterfield  
John A. Snyder  
Karen Sullivan  
Robert T. Turner  

Janet Vergo  
Benita Dene' Watson  
John P. Wilkerson Jr.  
Raymond Yeh
Medicine 1996

Michelle Caserta
J. Stephen Christenson
Claudia Claiborne
Laurie L. Coggins

Bruce De Wit
Victor A. Dewyea
Mark C. Downey
Franklin R. Ewing III

Andrew J. Hall
Alex Sang Lee
Bernadette Mamaril
Eugenia R. Mcpeek

Adam A. Morgan
Nancy Sapanara
Keith Schumann
Ravi Vijay Shamaiengar

Linda G. Slayton
Amir Vokshoor
Jonathan Wong
Left: Vy Nguyen and Shyama Pillai... M'94's
Below: Debbie and Jeff Shipman guard the door.

Above left: Craig Deleon, Dr. Julie Samuels and her mystery date.

Above right: Mark Attlesey on drums for "Primitive Groove."

Left: Jeff Brauer and Pete Heyman (M'93s) at the M'93 crab feast.
Right: Dr. Nancy Langston, Dean of the School of Nursing

Below: George Purvis “boogies” at the Larrick Center.
Left: Psych. Clinical Group cookout at instructor Joan Donovan's home . . . "Nursing students can have fun!"


Bottom left: Jeannine Lowe and Jodi Browne . . . friends are forever.

Bottom right: "Bull Riding" in Phoenix, AZ.
Nursing 1993

Janell L. Adams
Rita Barrett
Katherine Bledowski
Margaret Brice

Kay Bryson
Melanie Capati
Grace B. Carolan
Brita Clark

Kathleen Morley Dalley
Caryn M. Drinard
Kay Ely-Pierce
Mollie Evans

Carolyn Ann Faber
Meredith Farina
Pam Ferguson
Felicia Ferrigno

Lori Ann Forbes
Cindy Fore
Tina H. Gooden
Crystal Hicks

Christy Jackson
Lisa M. Jennings
Joanna Johns
Leila Marie Kemp
Nursing 1993

Jeannine Lowe
Van Lynch
Christine M. Martin
Daniel F. McKendry

Jeanne Marie Miles
Corri Miller
Teresa D. Mosby
Jim Nelson

Amanda Lynn Newcomb
Carrie D. Nicar
Kirsten Gina Olson
Jena Fauli

Amy B. Petrizzi
Catherine Foral
Patricia Quynn
Teresa M. Silverman

Angel H. Tolley
Kimberly D. Towles
Lisa Van Fossen
Sara Vetter

Denise Welling
Melissa C. Whitt
Rochelle Winston
Lisa Ziegler
Nursing 1994

Karen B. Allen
Tiffeny Anderson
Crystal Benton
Lisa Berry

Bonnie J. Cousins
Margaret Coxon
Deana Douglas
Monika A. Drinkwater

Lois P. Eckard
Annette D. Edge
Pam Falls
Carol Fowler

Esther Glasco
Miri Hoffman
Elizabeth J. Hylton
Carla T. Irving

Dionne Johnson
Linda C. Joyce
Kimbra K. Mascliak
Angel Mortensen

Marissa Nickless
Debra Phillips
Theresa Prichystal
Lisa Sawyer
Nursing 1994

Bryan Sims
Beth Sypher
Lorri A. Vaughn
Dana Wilmoth

Top Left: Meredith Farina, Kirsten Olson, Lori Forbes, Grace Carolan and Daniel McKendy at the NSMA Conference in Atlanta, GA.

Top Right: Katie Snow, Meredith Farina and Lori Forbes ... Halloween 1992.

Nursing 1995

Cori Bangley
Shawn Marie Bockman
Heather Bright
Karen L. Carter

Mary Rebecca Hanback
Cathy L. Henderson
Rachel Kittredge
Lesli L. Manis

Voncier L. Parker
Tina Post
Susan C. Raup
Bobbii Tucker

Latarsha Whitlock
Elizabeth Williamson
Left: Leila Kemp, Caryn Drinard, Grace Cardan, and Felicia Ferrigno in jail in Phoenix, AZ.

Below: Cynthia Fore and friend at the Halloween party.
Below left: Carolyn Faber, Patty Quinn, and Carmen Smythe at the class picnic at Byrd park.

Left: Meredith Farina and Lori Forbes Above: Spring Convention in AZ in April 1992, Caryn Drinard, Grace Cardan, Leila Kemp, and Felicia Wilhoite.
Right: Dr. John Ruggeriero, Dean of the School of Pharmacy

Below: Pharmacy '93 students at a class picnic ... Sheila, Tony, Cathy Jo, Pat, Ashby and Kathleen

Bottom: The P'93 guys give it their all in the annual tug-o-war.

Right: Rick Pack having fun in the sun.
Pharmacy 1993

Vickie L. Adams
Susan Freeman Arnold
Gregory E. Ball
Nathaniel T. Ballou III

Kelley Beard
Richard Bennett
Scott W. Blevins
Jon Carney

Jean Castillo
Anthony Clark
Rhonda K. Clevinger
Cathy Jo Compton

Ellen J. Conrad
Elizabeth A. Corizzo
Jennifer Davis
Erika M. Delph

Nancy C. Delph
Melissa B. Dyer
David Elliott
John F. Felts Jr.

Allison Gillespie
Valerie M. Grigg
Christy Ann Grizzard
Ashby E. Hall
Pharmacy 1993

Linda Hamilton
Dianne Hatcher
Thomas G. Hayes
Shiva Merat Huband

Jane Hubbard
Ali Iravani
Catherine G. Johnson
Michael K. Johnson

Gin Joyner
Susan C. Kent
Kevin C. Kern
Seung Yoo Kim

Jane Martha Kline
Yvette P. Ladd
Anne F. Laine
Billy Lambrinides

Beth Livinston
Timothy W. Lucas
Daniel Carl Lundeen
Mary Cole Marguis

Michelle Marks
Kara Meek
Sandra W. Michael
Leslie Mohler
Pharmacy 1993

John Moore
Jeanne S. Norman
Chris Norris
Martin Ohlinger

Tina M. Paige
Jennifer Parks
Carol Parrott-Lymouri
Navnit R. Patel

Lisa Perdue
Angelique Phipps
Shelia Poff
Dawn Marie Progar

Rodney S. Ratiiff
Steven C. Ratcliffe
Judy Leann Rector
Pam Riddleberger

Annette C. Savini
Curtis C. Shinaberry
Shantelle L. Slade
Shonda Smith

Cheryl Ward
Amy Wells
Charles Williams
Kris Wine
Pharmacy 1993

Dorothy Winters

Top left: Sara Morrison and Christy Grizzard...smiling ear to ear.

Top right: Halloween '92 Chris Woodfin, Laura Stephens and Anne Bowles.

Above left: Brandon Pace, Michelle Marks, Gin Joyner, Ken West, Allison Gillespie, and Tim Lucas at the Kappa Psi and Kappa Epsilon formal.

Above right: P'93 ladies tug-o-war. Right: P'93s at a Larrick party.
Pharmacy Class of 1993

Far left: Curtis Shinaberry and Doug Webb looking at the Phi Delta Chi fraternity registry book.

Far left bottom: Kappa Psi and Kappa Epsilon formal.

Left: Jane Hubbard and Linda Hamilton dressed in costume for Halloween.
Pharmacy 1994

Wendy Black
Anne Bowles
Tina S. Boyd
Julie Burruss

Terry Carroll
Dorothy M. Conner
Tami Conner
Laurie Cox

Mike Cyrus
Mary Pat Doane
Dawn Edwards
Paige Fletcher

Hilda Flor
Kim French
Hema Gandhi
Jennifer Garber

Patricia B. Grubbs
Tim Hayes
Abbey D. Heath
Melissa Ivey

Michelle Jernigan
Tammy L. Jones
Victoria Jones
Anita Kapur
Pharmacy 1994

Sandy Kapur
Angela Keating
Tamara Liggon
Amanda Mahle

Teresa Mills
Laurie Miner
Sara Morrison
Gregory B. Mullins

Catmie Murray
John Nett
Brandon Pace
Stephanie Fence

Dawn Marie Posch
Baylor Rice
Susan Rogers
Tom Shea

Ginger L. Sisson
Mary Southworth
Laura Jane Stephens
Solon Symeonidis

Lisa C. Walters
Doug Webb
Sherri S. Wenzig
Traci Werner
Above: KE Watermelon feast ... ummmmm good! Marquel Saunders and Randy Angeles

Above right: P'94 girls pose at a picnic.

Right: P'94s... "Ready... Set... Pull!"

Below left: "Come on ladies, put some muscle into it!"

Below right: Members of Kappa Epsilon.
Top: Pharmacy Class of 1994

Left: Sonia Townes . . . aseptically clean and pure.

Above: Bob Killfeather and Tim Lucus take "Bernice" to the school of Pharmacy picnic.
Pharmacy 1995

Randy Angeles
Pamela Baird
Daryl O. Baker
Kurt J. Bell

Lori Blosser
Melanie Boggs
Alison Boyd
Gary W. Bradley

Charlotte Catarsi
Kirsten Clay
Kristin Coveny
Kelly M. Croft

Jennifer Culler
Robbie Darracott
Caroline E. Davis
Nathan T. Dempsey

Mark C. Dorsey
Jennifer L. Egbert
Tricia Falls
Kathryn Floyd

Ann Foster
Michelle L. Gardner
Rebecca Gardner
Renee Gebb
Pharmacy 1995

Karen Norris
Kay Ong
Debbie Overton
Kelly Perdue

Jill Podelco
Rhonda Putnam
Joanna Quarles
Jennifer Risser

Richard Roach
Amy Silverstein
Melanie Sliger
Kent M. Snapp

William A. Sudduth
Jennifer Tilley
Lawrence Waters
Aimee Witter

Richard Woodfin
Eleanor Workman
Kristell Wright
Lasting Impressions
Lasting Impressions

Elizabeth Shinaberry, daughter of Curtis Shinaberry (F'93), contemplates the ocean ... as all of us once have done.
Right: In 1991, Boris Yeltsin was elected president of the Russian Federation. One of his top priorities was economic reform. Yeltsin's reforms at home increased prices by as much as 1,500 percent during the first part of 1992. Many Russians felt that the reforms had damaged their living standards significantly.

Below: In early 1992, Boutros Boutros-Ghali became the world's top diplomat, the Secretary General of the United Nations. The former Egyptian deputy prime minister is expected to serve only one five year term.

Saddam Hussein is alive and well and living in Baghdad. The Mideast War ended in February, 1991. Since that day, President Bush has urged the downfall of the 55 year old leader. But within Iraq, Saddam Hussein appears to have grown only stronger since his troops were forced out of Kuwait.
Left: Civil war spread across Yugoslavia, a nation of six republics and two provinces that had been plagued for centuries by historic, ethnic, religious and economic differences. Nationalist, anti-Communist parties won elections in 1991 in all republics except Serbia and Montenegro. Then Croatia and Slovenia declared their independence. Tens of thousands of people became refugees and the killing continued.

Above: Pope John Paul II underwent colon surgery in the summer of 1992 to remove a benign tumor. The Pope has aggressively wielded the Vatican's influence in the secular world — from assisting in peace efforts to helping topple communism in his native Poland and across eastern Europe. In 1978, he became the first non-Italian pope in 455 years.

Left: Serbian soldiers in Bosnia. Serbia is the largest of the six republics in Yugoslavia.
Right: Garth Brooks, whose introspective songs and rousing concerts lifted country music to new heights, was voted top entertainer by his peers for the second year in a row in 1992.

Below right: With sales of millions of albums, Guns N' Roses was a heavy metal phenomenon, but had a tendency to get a little rowdy during concerts. At one such event in St. Louis, 40 concert goers and 25 police officers were injured when singer Axl Rose leaped from the stage to take a camera from a fan.

Below: Hurricane Iniki dealt a direct blow to part of the Hawaiian Islands in September. It was the most powerful hurricane to hit the islands this century.

Above: When Rodney King was stopped by police on a Los Angeles freeway, police say he resisted them and was beaten, and four white officers were found innocent of any wrongdoing. Three days of rioting hit Los Angeles. When it ended, 52 people were dead, 2,383 were injured, 18,807 were arrested, and the amount of property damage was estimated at $785 million.

Right: Basketball great Larry Bird retired from the Boston Celtics after a 13-year career. The 35-year-old was plagued by back problems for the last two seasons of his career. His brilliant passing, pinpoint shooting and rebounding made him the consummate team player.
Barcelona, Spain, hosted the Summer Olympics in 1992 — the US won 108 medals. Carl Lewis may not make it to the next Olympics — he'll be 35 by then — but he won two gold medals this time, one for the long jump and one in the 400-meter relay.

Left: America needs to recycle and to use recycled products. Recycling has produced vast supplies of paper, glass, and other reusable trash.

Below: Hurricane Andrew carved its way through the Bahamas and hit south Florida before moving into Louisiana. The most expensive natural disaster ever to hit this country, the hurricane left an estimated 180,000 homeless in Florida alone. At least 51 deaths were directly attributed to the storm and the amount of damage was estimated at $20 billion in Florida and nearly $2 billion in Louisiana.

Presidential politics 1992 style ... President George Bush and Dan Quayle were the incumbents. The challengers were Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton and Tennessee Senator Al Gore as his running mate. And then there was Ross Perot, the independent candidate and billionaire businessman from Texas. And the winner of it all ... Bill Clinton.

Rapper Ice-T ignited a furor with his song "Cop Killer." Ice-T said the song was a warning to the Los Angeles police, whom he accused of brutality. The singer later removed the song from his "Body count" album.
Views of the Campus . . .

Top: A view of Sanger Hall from high atop City Hall. Above: Enduring cold temperatures and blustery winds, a policeman on horseback talks with a vendor on 12th Street.

Right: The campus bookstore . . . where most students managed to spend those loan checks.

Street vendors could be found all around campus during lunch hours for students and faculty to grab a quick bite to eat.
Looking down 10th Street, the student dormitories can be seen on the left and the new parking garage on the right.


Above left: The R. Blackwell Smith Building houses the School of Pharmacy. Above right: A view of the Medical College of Virginia Hospital. Left: "The Old" and "The New" wings of the hospital.
More Views of the Campus...

Above left: From City Hall, looking eastward, one can see Cabaniss Hall, the girls dormitory, The Larrick Center, the MCV gymnasium, and the new parking deck.

Tompkins-McGaw Library offers students a quiet atmosphere for studying and doing research.
The Larrick Student center provides students with a place to relax in front of the big screen TV, to enjoy a game of pool, or to just hang out. Most organizations on campus use the center as a central meeting location.

A view from the hospital. The Harry Lyons Building can be seen on the far right, home of the MCV Dental School.

Below left: Cabaniss Hall serves as home for many female students who choose to live on campus as opposed to living off campus. Below right: Probably the most familiar building on campus is Sanger Hall. Most students will have at least one class here before they leave MCV.
Imagine a system so advanced that it could give you a new office layout in hours instead of days.

Patterson's computer aided design system gives dentists the fastest and most comprehensive office plans ever available.

With the touch of a button, you can see your office from a variety of different angles and dimensions. Designs can be completed and revisions made in just a fraction of the time it used to take.

Patterson's CAD system is just one example of our commitment to providing you with innovative services which can greatly benefit your practice.

At Patterson, we want to be your first choice as a dental dealer.
Attention Students: The Apartment Solution!

EXPRESS Shuttle For MCV

- Free Parking
- Separate Dining Areas
- Large Vanity Baths
- Affordable Rent Levels
- On/Site Laundries
- Spacious Apartments
- Fully-Equipped Kitchens
- Wall-To-Wall Carpeting
- Air Conditioning
- Furniture Available
- Choose Your Roommates
- Free Social Program
- Free Use of Facilities
- Two Super Clubhouses
- Olympic-size Pool
- Gazebo Pool
- Hot Tub, Saunas
- Fitness Center
- 3 Lighted Tennis Courts
- Platform Tennis
- Volleyball Courts
- Jogging Trail
- Cable TV Available

COLONIAL
321-4840
1-800-542-6753

EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1993

Compliments of
SIGNET BANK

Signet Bank/Virginia, Signet Bank/Maryland, Signet Bank N.A. Members FDIC
Hungry for Knowledge . . .

Above: Stelio Bredologos and Jerrell Abbott in lab. Above right: Dr. Bannick performs a root canal. Right: Pharmacy students take a break from studying.
COLOPHON

The 1993 X-Ray was printed by offset lithography by Delmar Printing and Publishing, Charlotte, NC. A total of 1500 copies were run. Each copy consists of 176, trim size 8½” X 11” pages printed on special stock 80 LBS paper. The cover is made of green lexotone, with gold foil stamping and a gold metalay of the Egyptian Building. The cover has been embossed, grained and overtoned in black. The books were long bound and Smyth sewn. The first two signatures, pages 1-32, were printed in 4-color. Throughout the remainder of the book, various percentages of black ranging from 10 to 80 percent were used. Our Delmar representative was Lisa Dean.

Portraits were photographed in October of 1992 and processed by Yearbook Associates of Florida and Jean Lynn Photography of Richmond, VA. Substantial candid photography was developed by Ritz Camera.

The 1993 X-Ray is a publication of the Student Government Association’s elected editor and assistant editor for the students of the Medical College of Virginia.
Well folks, this is it... only one page left to turn before reaching the end. Hope everyone enjoyed the book. It holds many memories of your years at MCV... treasure them always.
Special thanks to:
Mom, Dad, Steve, and Erin... for all your love and support through the years — without you, I would not be where I am today.
Clif... for all your hard work as assistant editor and all your love and understanding.
Lisa Dean... for all your help in making this yearbook better than ever.
James Miller... for all your assistance and kindness in the past year.
S.C.A. for electing me to this position — it's been quite an experience.
The photographers: Bill Stark, Jennifer Davis, Scott McQuiston, Gayle Paul, Rita Barrett, and everyone else who submitted photographs — you've made this book what it is.